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This excerpt comes from a speech to be made by Brigadier General Ernest Moore, the
Assistant Director of Intelligence for the U.S. Air Force before the Conference of Religious
Leaders in Civil Defense. It was delivered to the Governor of Delaware in the form of a Press
Release from the Federal Civil Defense Administration on June 13, 1951.
…an appraisal of the military situation requires an examination of the nature of the threat
confronting us, and of many aspects of soviet strategy and power, as well as a discussion of
Soviet military capabilities themselves.
To all of us who believe in a personal God and thus in the dignity and worth of the
individual man, it is not necessary to dwell on the fact that despotism in its totalitarian modern
form, with its attempted deification of “The State,” or “The Party,” or the “Leader” is totally
inconsistent with our beliefs.
Down through the centuries men who have believed in the right to speak, think and
worship as they pleased have been forced to take stern measures for the control of
concentrated power which is, of course, the essence of despotism. Again in the lives of free
men the time appears to have come when it behooves them to take up arms and prepare
themselves to use them should it become necessary. If a general war comes it will be total in
nature, and there will be no prizes for second place.
1.

Why does the author choose to point out Soviet opposition to religion?

2.
What does Brig. General Moore argue is the key difference between the United States
and the Soviet Union?

3.
Choose either the Soviet Union or the United States and explain how the history of that
state shaped its protection of individual freedoms.

Answer Cues:
1.

Why does the author choose to point out Soviet opposition to religion?
·
Audience: The group was a religious group who would find Soviet
opposition to religion worrisome
·
Purpose: The purpose of the speech was to distinguish the U.S. from the
Soviet Union and religion is a distinguishing feature

2.
What does Brig. General Moore argue is the key difference between the United States
and the Soviet Union?
·
U.S. provides protection of individual liberties such as freedom of religion
and the Soviet Union does not
·
The Soviet Union is a despotic totalitarian government and the United
States is a free democracy

3.
Choose either the Soviet Union or the United States and explain how the history of that
state shaped its protection of individual freedoms.
·
Soviet Union: Traditions of strong central power, need to limit rights to
maintain power, relationship between the monarchy and religion
·
United States: Distrust of strong central power from Revolution, attempt to
maintain protection of individual liberties through law, amendments, court
decisions, history of freedom of worship

